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This paper argues the importance of examining the collective dimension of masculinities in 
the early school years through a description of a research project into children's (young 
males) peer group relations. Specifically, the paper attends to the significance of the peer 
group in shaping behaviour and argues that understanding this social context is critical in 
understanding why young males feel compelled to engage in exaggerated 'masculine' 
behaviours. The nature and dynamics of the peer group and the way these dynamics 
interact to form particular understandings of masculinity are illuminated through a snapshot 
of the study's data, presented as a narrative and interpreted through the theoretical lenses of 
feminist poststructural theory and group socialisation theory. This narrative and interpretive 
analysis foregrounds the ways through which the peer group's dominant discourses shape 
and regulate young males' behaviour. 

Introduction 

The notion of a "restrictive male identity" has been the source of much sociological debate 
for some time with many commentators concerned with the deleterious educational impact 
resulting from boys defining masculinity along essentialist lines, as toughness, power and 
domination (see Connell 1995; Davies 1993; Epstein 1999; Mac an Ghaill 1994; Martino 
1997). The interest in the potency of peer group relations in shaping these limited 
understandings of masculinity has gained increasing momentum of late with recent alarming 
reports of violence and risk-taking involving groups of males. In an Australian context, the 
recent Trinity Grammar assaults highlight the potency of peer group relations in shaping 
behaviour. The Sunday Telegraph (15.10.00) reported that one school boy suffered up to 50 
separate assaults committed against him in front of other students at the school. Hickey and 
Fitzclarence (2000), fuel debate with their documentation of the tragic stories of Leigh Leigh 
and Gene Thomas in their illumination of the impact of peer relations in shaping behaviour. 
The first of these stories tells of Stockton school girl, Leigh Leigh's violent murder 
subsequent to her suffering a series of escalating and physically abusive incidents 
perpetrated on her by a group of her male peers in the company of her "friends". The second 
of these stories details a Mt.Eliza "joy-ride" that results in the deaths of three Victorian 
schoolboys - the car driven by the dead boys' unlicensed and underage friend. The 
significance of both stories, they submit, lies within the logics of individualism characterising 
their aftermath. While behaviours leading to both tragedies were clearly enacted and 
perpetuated within a peer group context, each incident was individualised with only one 
person held responsible for Leigh Leigh's murder and one person for the motor accident. 
Hickey & Fitzclarence strongly assert that this remedying which individualises behaviour fails 
to adequately address the social context of enactment: 'the power of ... peer group identities' 
in shaping and regulating behaviour. Their work presents a strong argument for exploring 
"the contextual and contingent nature of such behaviours" (74) and "the need for greater 
understanding and recognition of peer group affiliations and investments" (80). 

 

 



The power of peers 

Boys' disruption, harassment, hostility and aggression predominantly occurs in, and is 
maintained by, boys' peer cultures (Kenway 1995). Masculine power hierarchies within and 
between peer groups are regulated and maintained through collective oppressive practice, 
with group behaviours often having an exaggerating effect (Walker 1988; Askew & Ross 
1988; Mac an Ghaill 1994; Connell 1995; Martino 1997). The essence of these oppressive 
behaviours is underpinned by a need for belonging, affiliation, and place within the peer 
group's hierarchy (Connell 1996) and is characterised by boys' attempts to acquire power, 
mark prestige and validate or prove one's own ways of being male (Askew & Ross 1988; 
Collins, Batten et al. 1996; Martino 1997). In this regard, boys' masculinities are continuously 
'put to the test' in the competitive struggle for status and prestige within the masculine 
'pecking order' (Martino 1997). Commonly, boys attempt to intimidate or humiliate others by 
using verbal put-downs, threats, body language and sometimes violence (Askew & Ross 
1988; Martino 1997). Boys' competitive pre-occupation with 'out doing' each other is argued 
to be their predominant means of relating to each other (Askew & Ross 1988). 

'Winning' a place within the masculine 'pecking order' means escaping personal oppression 
and gaining personal status. Thus, 'boys invest a lot of energy in maintaining their position 
within the dominant group' (Martino 1999: 253). This often means that boys subordinate 
other boys who are perceived to fall short of the masculinity considered as socially and 
culturally superior. This subordination is invariably achieved through heterosexist practices 
and associating the boys who 'don't measure up' with the feminine side of the male/female 
polarity, and denigrating them as weak and inferior, or homosexual (Mac an Ghaill 1994: 5-
6). Thus, to escape this association with femininity and homosexuality many boys develop 
convoluted heterosexist attitudes characterised by a strong need to distinguish or distance 
oneself from 'weakness' and femininity (Mac an Ghaill 1994) - and 'to demonstrate the 
collective understanding of 'boyness', defined in antithesis to 'girlness'' (Clark 1993: 32). 
Boys' peer group identities may thus be formed through an investment in a particular form of 
masculinity characterised by a heavy investment in ideas of 'toughness and confrontation' 
(Connell 1996: 220). This does not only involve 'acting tough' in front of peers, but is a key 
element in boys' active production of gendered behaviour and attitudes' (Clark 1993: 32). 

Consistent with Hickey & Fitzclarence's critique referring to the inadequacies of remedying 
these oppressive practices within a logic of individualism, commentators note that the same 
boys who engage in violent or risky behaviours in groups, or subordinate and intimidate 
others in peer group situations, are usually peaceable when interacting with others on an 
individual basis (Browne 1995a; Clark 1993; Connell 1996; Martino 1997). Boy's disruptive, 
anti-authority behaviour, however, continues to be individualised in schools by teachers and 
authority practices rather than dealt with within this collective dimension of masculinity 
(Browne 1995b). 

It is this paper's fundamental proposition that essentialist notions of masculinity 
characterised by toughness, power and domination manifest in violence and risky 
behaviours "occur within a social context and involve socio-cultural meanings ... in the world 
of young males the primary social context is the peer group" (Hickey & Fitzclarence 2000: 
72). 

Group socialisation theory 

Having, or not having, a group to identify with could make all the difference to 
a kid who isn't sure what sort of person he is (Harris 1998: 277). 



Recently, the power of peer culture in shaping behaviour and personality has been 
illuminated by Judith Rich Harris in her book The Nurture Assumption (1998). Harris 
disputes many of the assumptions underpinning educational psychology's logics of 
individualism with her dismissal of the centrality of the parent-child relationship in shaping 
the behaviour of children. She argues persuasively that what matters in the determination of 
a child's personality and behaviour is a child's peer group. 

Harris presents a strong case for supporting her theory of group socialisation. She argues 
that children learn what sort of people they are through identifying with a group 'like them' 
and adopting the group's attitudes and behaviours. Language and culture, Harris proposes 
are passed 'from the older generation to the younger one via the peer group ...' (1998: 257). 
She points out that children willingly engage in acquiring this peer group identity - they don't 
want to be different, 'oddness is not considered a virtue in the peer group' (1998: 341) and is 
actively and often mercilessly quashed by other children. By adolescence, she points out, 
there is no need for teenagers to be urged or 'pushed to conform to the norms of their group' 
(1998: 281). They are well aware of the expectations and ramifications of behaviour specific 
and appropriate to their social category and social context. Indeed, she notes that peer 
rejection and hostility are the most conspicuous sources of psychological distress among 
youth. 

Harris' theory foregrounds the sensitivity and variability of behaviour depending on social 
context. She affirms that much troublesome or anti-social behaviour occurs in groups and 
that this behaviour is situational and usually appropriate to the norms of the particular group. 
She asserts that 'when groupness is salient (individuals) see themselves as members of 
whichever group is in the spotlight at the moment. When groupness is not salient, 
(individuals) see themselves as unique...' (1998: 177). In this regard, she posits that 
groupness causes individuals to become more like their own group and less like other 
groups: 

The kids in adolescent peer groups are similar to begin with; groupness 
causes them to become more similar to each other and to contrast 
themselves with the members of other groups. The brains get brainier, the 
nerds get nerdier, and the delinquents get into real trouble (1998: 278). 

Identification or alliance with a group and group solidarity, she submits is the main reason 
why children and adolescents sometimes behave in hostile or anti-social ways. In this 
regard, individuals with a propensity to behave in aggressive or anti-social ways tend to self-
categorise with others like themselves and as a group their behaviour is exaggerated 
because groupness is salient. When groupness is not salient, these same individuals are 
often peaceable in their interactions with others. Contemporary schools with large groups of 
children, she adds, provide the necessary structure to create groupness. Children are 
compelled to seek out, within this very large group, others who they share likeness with. 

Harris describes the differentiation between groups as 'group contrast effects'. While the 
commonalities of the group, she argues, are exaggerated by the influences of group 
members, the group also works to contrast with, and mark difference from, other groups. 
This sort of self-identification with, and salience of, groupness 'makes people like their own 
group best' (1998: 242). In this sense, the group often works to recognise and value the 
commonalities of their group and de-value or distance themselves from the commonalities 
of other groups. Harris proposes that these group contrast effects tend to make differences 
between groups widen and commonly result in an "Us versus Them" mentality manifest in 
intergroup hostility, particularly noticeable between boys and girls of middle childhood. 



Group contrast effects acts like a wedge. They force themselves into any little 
crack between two groups - any difference between them - and make it wider. 
Such effects have their origin in the deep-rooted tendency to be loyal to one's 
own group. I am one of us, not one of them. I don't want to be like 
(yuck) them. (original italics, 1998: 242-243) 

Harris proposes that the notion of 'groupness' seems to be particularly important for boys. 
She notes that when other groups are absent, within group competition increases and in 
boys' groups this usually means differentiating from one another and vying for status through 
attempts at domination. Indeed, she asserts that 'the urge to dominate their peers is 
detectable in human males at the tender age of two and a half' (1998: 237). Within-group 
relations, she proposes, centre around the group's leadership and 'attention structure': who 
does the group pay attention to? In boys' groups this structure appears to be hierarchical, 
with a leader (usually an older boy) 'telling the others what to do' (1998: 232). Harris asserts 
that the leaders of peer groups - those positioned 'at the top of the attention ladder' (1998: 
245) are afforded many privileges and can impact on the group's norms: attitudes, ideals 
and behaviours, and the group's membership: who is in and who is out. Moreover, the 
leaders of high status peer groups can also impact on how others (non-members) behave. 
Harris asserts that status within a peer group through within-group comparison is critical in 
shaping an individual's self concept and self-esteem and can permanently impact on 
behaviour and personality: 

I believe high or low status in the peer group has permanent effects on the 
personality. Children who are unpopular with their peers tend to have low 
self-esteem, and I think the feelings of insecurity never go away entirely - they 
last a lifetime. You have been tried by a jury of your peers and you have been 
found wanting. You never get over that. (1998:179) 

The study 

The paper introduces a case study of a young male peer group in a Launceston (Australia) 
Primary School. Based on the fundamental belief that forms of anti-authority masculinity are 
overwhelmingly reinforced in groups (Browne 1995a; Connell 1995), the study orientated 
around an interrogation of peer group 'meanings' through exploring dominant 
understandings of masculinities through intensive affinity group sessions over a six-month 
period. These twice weekly 'affinity' group sessions were intended to reflect, at least 
partially, the peer group realities of a group of five young male friends, aged between six and 
eight years. With the participants' ages and the group context in mind, a variety of stimulus 
prompts were used to foreground the dynamics of group interaction and to organically 
explore the dominant and collective understandings of masculinities. These prompts 
stimulated group discussion and included commentary on a range of issues of interest to the 
particular group such as favourite sports, activities, games, people and toys, likes and 
dislikes, rules and fairness and future aspirations. Additionally, to further explore perceptions 
and understandings of the boys, data were gathered through discussions with a teacher 
affinity group consisting of the boys' class teacher and two of their specialty teachers, and an 
interview with the school principal. While not (re)presented in this paper, an affinity group of 
girls was consulted weekly during the six month data collection period to explore their 
understandings of the boys. 

The study adopts the principles of ethnography drawing on Harris' group socialisation theory 
within the theoretical lenses of feminist poststructuralism as core interpretive tools. The key 
focus is directed towards examining power, language and meaning in the collective 
production of 'schoolboy realities' and knowledges, and the processes of how young males 
subjectify and are subjectified, through power relations embedded in social interactions. In 



this regard, it is acknowledged that all social interactions are shaped and governed by 
dominant understandings enmeshed within gendered practices and subjectivities which 
'make more possible some ways of being, and not others' (Davies in Mac Naughton 1998: 
160). To this end, the social beliefs, practices and emotional investments underpinning these 
dominant forms of peer group masculinities, which act to govern boys' behaviour and to 
condition and limit boys' understandings of masculinity, are of key importance to this 
investigation. 

The following narrative illuminates the primacy of peer group interaction in shaping 
behaviour and was constructed from the boys' affinity group (b.a.g.) and teachers' affinity 
group (t.a.g.) transcript data, my own observations (obs.) and interview data (int.). The core 
aspects of the narrative (re)present a period spanning over a month towards the end of my 
time with the boys. In an attempt to (re)present the complexity of the story, voices from other 
contexts have been juxtaposed throughout the narrative in the form of additional text and 
text boxes, intended to be read at their place of insertion. To aid the reader in discerning the 
identities of the interspersed voices, I have included red text to (re)present the teachers' 
voices (Mrs. W., Mr. A,. & Ms. C.) and green text to (re)present the principal's voice (Mr. T.). 

I Hate His Guts! 

Within the disorder of conflict and argument, the boys would sometimes harmonise their 
thinking and energies around particular issues. One particular area of harmony and 
congruence was a passion for hating Brian Sumner. "Beatin' de shit outta Brian" was 
actually Adam's obsession rather than the other boys, however Matthew and Justin really 
hated his guts too. Brian was a "fishface, dork" who had been Adam's "enemy" for two 
years. He showed off and screamed like a girl according to Adam. Whenever Adam had the 
chance he would practice his boxing skills on Brian with Matthew and Justin in tow, boasting 
about his "conquests". "I want to kill him," Adam had told me through gritted teeth. "Me too," 
Matthew had agreed (b.a.g. 13.08.99). While I was never witness to any violence related to 
this ongoing conflict there were several particular incidents of violence that were brought to 
my attention through discussion with the boys. The following dialogue details two of these 
incidents. 

"Ah well first of all," Adam told the group, commanding their attention, "guess who I bashed 
de crap out of?" (b.a.g. 02.11.99). 

"I know, fishface dork," Matthew remarked looking at Adam. 

"Bingo!" Adam shouted folding his arms across his chest with a smug look on his face. 

"So what happened there?" I enquired. "Ah, don' know," he started pausing for a moment, 
"well I bashed 'is head in," he continued matter-of-factly, arms still folded. 

"He bashed 'is head in," Matthew agreed looking at me as he swung back on his chair. 

"Ask Matthew 'e was there," Adam interrupted turning to Matthew. 

"He punched 'im 'round the face an' all that," Matthew chirped still swinging on his chair. 

"So what happened? What happened?" I questioned. 

"Punched 'im in the jaw," Matthew continued. 



"What happened after that?" I asked the boys. 

"I had to go to Mr. T.'s office," Adam remarked casually. 

"And then what?" I queried. "What did he say?" 

"Ah, don' know," Adam replied vaguely as he played with his shark tooth necklace, "like 'e 
said um, well these uvver girls were involved an' dey said dat I punched 'em on de nose," he 
established looking at me. 

"You punched the girls on the nose?" I asked. 

"That was Phoebe an' Eliza," Matthew offered nodding at Adam. 

"No, ony Phobe," Adam decided. 

"Phoebe," Matthew corrected emphasising the "e". 

"I can't say 'er damn name properly," Adam laughed. 

"Phoebe, Phoebe," Matthew chanted. 

"What, she said you punched her?" I enquired. 

"Yes," Adam told me. 

"And did you?" I asked. 

"Did ya?" Matthew repeated. 

"Yes," Adam confirmed, unperturbed. 

"You did," I continued as Matthew laughed, "why did you do that?" 

"Because she was a cat claw," Adam explained. "She had claws like out here," he added, 
motioning the length of her "cat claws" with one hand clawed at me. 

"And she was fighting with you?" I asked. 

"Was she attacking?" Matthew questioned. 

"Um no," he replied, "she was attackin' Craig so I jus' went bang." 

"So you were protecting Craig, were you?" I asked. 

"'Cause 'e's my friend," Adam explained. "How come dey always pick on Craig? I hate it 
when they do dat an' I jus' punch their guts out," he continued angrily. 

"He's your friend so you feel..." I began. 

"And my friend," interjected Matthew. 



"...you have to defend him?" I continued. 

"Hmm a little bit yeah," Adam answered nodding soberly. 

"A little bit," I repeated. "So what happened with Mr. T., what happened there?" I asked 
Adam. 

"He's angry," Justin remarked with a grimace. 

"All 'e does is make phone calls all day," Adam smirked as he picked up an imaginary phone 
and put it to his ear. "He's goin' "yes, yes, bla, bla, bla"," he mocked in an exaggerated 
"grown up" voice. "An' after 'e's made one of 'is phone calls, 'e says t'me," "Now do you 
know why?" Adam mocked again, "an' dat sort of stuff," he added. 

"Why you're here and stuff like that?" I asked. 

"Yep," Adam replied. 

"Did you get punished?" I asked. 

"Nuh," Adam responded screwing up his face. 

"Nuh," Matthew repeated. 

"You didn't get punished?" I questioned. 

"No," Adam maintained, "but las' time when I went dere las' time it was a lot more serious 
'cause it involved blood wiv Brian 'cause I took a big chunk outta 'is back. Dat was las' year." 

"Oh," I responded. 

"Yeah I..." Adam began to explain. 

"Took a big chunk out..." Matthew interrupted earnestly. 

"I got a big chunk of 'is um back," Adam continued. 

"You bit him?" I asked. 

"Yeah," Matthew remarked with a wide-eyed nod. 

"Put a hole frough 'is shirt," Adam added casually. 

"Why did you bite him?" I asked. 

"I'm angry, I'm a beast," Adam remarked. 

"Yeah but why..." I began. 

"I'd kill 'im," Adam seethed. 

"But what did he do to you?" I asked. 



"I don' know," Adam replied, "he jus' sort of shows off so I go payback time y'know n'that." 

"Yeah, so you show off," Matthew added. 

"I hate 'im," Adam declared, "I hate 'im 'cause Brian shows off to the girls all the time. All the 
girls like 'im 'cause he shows off wiv his tricks n'that, he goes, "Watch me BABY!". 

"So that's why you don't like him much?" I asked. 

"Well another thing too 'e gets, he's always annoying, 'e always acts like a chicken an' um 'e 
always screams like a girl and 'e thinks 'e's so good," continued Adam. 

"Yeah, he screams like a girl," Jack added. 

"Mrs. Waaallkeer!" Justin screeched in a high pitched voice, imitating Brian. 

"Yeah," Adam confirmed with a laugh, "he screams like a girl, like he..." 

"I seen him scream like a girl in the toilet," Justin interjected. 

"Yeah and for chasies he goes, "Arhhhh arhhhh arhhhh," Adam added with a high pitched 
shriek. "And he goes, "Arhhhh, don't get me I'm running!" Arsehole!" 

"And you don't like that?" I queried. 

"No," Adam established with a frown. 

"He's an arsehole," Justin agreed. 

"Yep, he's a bitch," Matthew added. 

"Yeah and a bitch," Justin reiterated. 

"A son of a bitch an' I say, what I would say, I say, "Hey Brian, I know you are but what am I 
y'no good arsehole," Adam retorted. 

"...and I go, "You're a dickhead"," Justin asserted. "I hate his guts!" he added surely. 

"He showed everyone dis big scar because um 'e had to had his intenticles cut out," Adam 
noted. 

"Appendix maybe?" I offered. 

"Yeah," Adam confirmed. 

"Yuck!" Justin retorted in disgust. 

"...um what made 'im go dizzy so he got 'em cut out," Adam continued. 

"Did he show you his scar?" I enquired. 

"Nuh, he showed all the girls in the class," Adam remarked. 



"Yuck!" Justin repeated. 

"...to impress dem wiv this..." Adam continued. 

"Big scar!" Justin yelled. 

"Impress them? Do you think he impressed them?" I asked. 

"Well if y'ask me all de boys said "what's he got dat I haven' got?" Adam replied. "An' I said 
"one scar, two dickhead, free dickhead, four dickhead, five dickhead, six dickhead..." 

"A million, a million dickheads!" Jack interjected. 

"...seven dickhead, eight dickhead..." Adam continued. 

"And one bitch," Matthew interrupted. 

"Yeah an' one bitch, yeah an' six thousan' dickheads!" exclaimed Justin. 

"He's two million dickheads actually," Jack decided. 

"Yeah!" Justin agreed enthusiastically. 

"So you don't like it how he tries to impress the girls?" I asked. 

"No," Adam stated firmly. "I hate his guts! 'E better watch out 'cause I go ta boxin', I know 
how to hold a punch." 

"I call 'im fish faces when I see 'im," Justin stated with certainty. 

"Brian's a big show off," Matthew remarked. 

"Yeah," agreed Ravi. 

"Yeah, he shows off with the girls, he goes, "Yeah baby, yeah, watch me do this trick an' this 
trick". He just about does, undoes all his buttons," Justin explained standing and swinging 
his hips in imitation. 

"Does he?" I asked. 

"Yeah," Matthew confirmed with a nod. 

"He's a dork!" Justin exclaimed loudly. 

"...and sometimes he kisses the girls on the cheek," Matthew added. 

"Yeah and he just about pulls his knickers down," Justin interjected scornfully. 

"He doesn't wear boxers like me," Matthew stated. 

"Matthew what do you think of all that sort of stuff? Showing off and stuff?" I enquired. 



"He's a really big jerk," Matthew replied with contempt. 

"Yeah," Justin agreed. "He's an idiot." 

"How 'bout he's a girl or something," Jack offered. 

"Sometimes I just go up and punch 'im, sometimes I punch 'im in the guts," Matthew 
asserted. 

"Hey, when Brian's not with his gang, I just go punch him in the nuts and punch him in the 
eye ball." Justin added punching the air. 

"So there's kind of a group, a gang?" I enquired. 

"They're very strong people," Matthew explained. 

"So when you say they're strong people, aren't you a bit worried?" I asked. 

"No, I'm not scared of anyone," Justin remarked stoically. "And, and when I see them in line I 
go, "You're suckers!" he exclaimed sticking up his "rude" finger. "I've been, I've bashed 
someone up," he added to no one in particular. 

A violent incident involving three of the boys in the affinity group occurred a few weeks later. 
According to Mrs. W. (the boys' class teacher), another boy in her class, Ben, asked Adam, 
Matthew and Justin to punch Brian Sumner's head in because of something that Brian had 
done to him a few days prior. "So when I went out on duty," Mrs. W. informed me, "I saw 
Justin, Matthew and a few others in other classes, and Adam laying into Brian Sumner. So I 
just sent them straight to the office 'cause anything physical like that they don't even get a 
warning, just straight into the office. And so Mr. T. rounded all of the people up that were 
involved and there ended up being about half a dozen. Yeah so they went to Mr. T. and he 
got to the bottom of it after a lot of roaring and just saying, "What happened? Did you 
punch? Did you touch?" Y'know this sort of thing and they'd start to say, "I but, but, but" and 
he'd say, "No, did you touch?" 

"With the group that were in there?" I asked. 

"Yeah," Mrs. W. replied, "Justin's brother was involved in it as well, his eye came up like a 
balloon so someone really hammered him and it wasn't until sometime later that Mr. T. came 
in and actually asked for Ben. So y'know this was little tiny blue eyed, tiny little tot Ben, 
butter wouldn't melt in its mouth," she concluded, shaking her head. (int. Mrs. W. 01.12.99). 

"So Adam, the other day I heard you had a little trouble with Brian," I commented during the 
next affinity group session (b.a.g. 06.12.99). 

"Yep," Justin interjected looking at Adam. 

"Yep," Adam confirmed. 

"Fishface, we bashed him, we hate him," Justin slurred, screwing up his face and clenching 
his fists. 

"Yeah we hate his guts, we bashed the crap out of him," Adam remarked casually. 



"Yeah he got me down on the ground..." Justin began. 

"Yeah," Adam interrupted, "and hey Justin tell Mrs Keddie how I beat Brian." 

"Um he, Brian got me down on the ground," Justin began as he stood up, "and hurt me head 
so Adam got up on this, pretend Adam was Brian", Justin continued as he went over to 
Adam and pretended to sit on him. "He got him like this and went and got him in the head 
and went puew," he described as he demonstrated a punch to the torso. 

"I jus' bashed da shit out of 'im," Adam confirmed. 

"Yeah, dumb Benny boy told us ta do it," Justin explained. 

"Hm," Adam agreed. 

"And so you did it for him?" I queried. 

"Yep," Adam replied surely. 

"Nuh," Justin stated. 

"I did," Adam maintained. 

"Who did you do it for?" I asked Justin. 

"Getting' attention," Justin giggled. 

"You got some attention didn't you," I noted. 

"Yeah," Justin replied still grinning. 

"I shoved 'is, I shoved sand in 'is mouth," Adam interrupted. "Yeah an' I punched de crap 
outta him, 'cause 'e had Justin, an' I said you're not my frien' so come an' get me an' I'll show 
ya who's gonna be hurt." 

"He does that to me," Ravi remarked. 

"You were protecting Justin were you?" I asked. 

"Yep," Adam confirmed. 

"He always does that to me too," Ravi repeated. "Adam's a pretty good friend 'cause like 
when a grade six is up to me he gets in the way and bashes 'em in the head." 

"So the three of you went together to..." I began. 

"Yep," Adam interjected. 

"...you're told by um someone to go and bash someone up and then off you go..." I 
continued. 

"Yep," Adam interrupted, "been there, done that," he added dismissively. 



"And then what happened?" I asked. 

"Mrs. W. came up 'cause Kate went an' dobbed," Adam replied. 

"Kate went and dobbed," I repeated, "and Mrs. W. came up, what did she say?" 

"Yep," Adam answered, "she said "GET TO MR. T.'S OFFICE RIGHT NOW!" 

"And off you went?" I enquired. 

"Nuh," Adam slurred, "I didn', I told de bitch ta get stuffed!" 

"No you didn't," I stated. 

"Nah, I went to, I went to de office," he recounted. 

"And then what? You went too didn' you Justin?" I asked. 

"Got growled at, that was awesome!" Justin remarked smugly. 

"You got growled at? Did Mr. T. find out what happened?" I queried. 

"Yep, kicked our arses," Adam confirmed. 

"And then you had to get punished?" I asked. 

"Yep and 'ad detention, loved it, NOT!" Adam responded. "But I don't care as long as 'e gets 
in trouble." 

"As long as Brian does too?" I questioned. 

"Yep," Adam stated with a nod. 

"Did Brian get in trouble?" I enquired. 

"Yep," Adam stated again. 

"What else did y'reckon," Justin retorted, looking at me. 

"Well I didn't know, I don't know what it's about you see," I explained. 

"Bashin' people," Justin confirmed. 

A few days later I talked with Banrock principal Mr. T. about the incident. 

"I just want to talk about the incident last week with Adam and Matthew and Justin and I 
think Ben. I'm just wanting to know how you dealt with that, how it was resolved?" I asked. 

"Okay well we looked at each one and we ended up with more kids than you might have 
seen of to start with," Mr. T. began. "We had a kid who instigated it all and who had taken it 
back a week or so but he wasn't game to do his own settling up - he got other kids to do it. 
So we've got the instigator and those that went to do what they were told to do." 



"The group?" I asked. 

"Yep, well the three of them, Adam, Matthew and Justin," Mr. T. explained. Then we had the 
ones who butted in on behalf of the victim and then we had the victim himself who fought 
back and then we had another one who was in the background just agitating and so on. We 
had a huge variation on things so we started off with the one who was doing the agitating as 
being the smallest amount so he actually did one recess time in "time out", up to the one 
who instigated it all but was behind the scenes. He did three lunch hours in time out and lots 
of firm talking to from Woody and I. The rest were just ranked in between." 

"What did you talk to them about," I asked. 

"We talked to the victim along the lines of, "What could you have done in the early stages to 
get help for yourself?" rather than saying, "Come on, come one, you wanna have a go?" 
replied Mr. T. "Yeah so I mean it was so convoluted," he continued, "it really was and it 
ranged from the messengers who saw what was happening and realised it was wrong and 
went to duty staff, right through to the one who orchestrated it all but didn't take part. So, it 
was complicated and so was the list of punishments. It was just right this was your role and 
we always make them go through it and my stock phrase to them is "well are you guilty? Did 
you do it?" And if they say yes well that gets rid of all that other garbage that you don't need 
to carry. Yeah once they've actually verbalised yes I did that set of things well you don't have 
to keep going through it and so you can start talking about okay you said you've done that 
now what's a suitable consequence. Or you can say these are the consequences, as well as 
giving them advice on what they should have done and what they shouldn't have done so 
yeah it was a bit complicated but it was over and done with in about twenty minutes." 

"It's perfect timing that it's happened this time of year," Mr. T. told me later, "when we're 
working out classes and we can have a look at it and see if they should split up. Also, if a 
group starts to raise its head then we move to Trudy who's a resource teacher, the guidance 
girl. We may run anger management groups and stuff like that. So over a period of time 
we've run assertiveness groups, we've run anger management groups and social skills 
groups. That's where you look about how might you handle this situation that arises again or 
how do you behave so you don't create this kind of situation. But I don't think that they 
(Adam, Matthew and Justin) are in the general run of things huge problems." 

(int. Mr.T. 09.12.99) 

Interpretation and Discussion 

Adam's position at the top of the attention ladder 

Aspects of the narrative I Hate His Guts illuminate the ways in which Adam is positioned as 
leader and at the top of the attention ladder (Harris 1998) within the peer group. This 
position affords him immense privileges in shaping the behaviours and understandings of 
the other boys. This narrative illustrates how the group's dynamics interact to (re)legitimate 
Adam's subjectivities concerning violence and physical risk through particular language 
practices. Firstly, Adam's subjectivities are reified through strategies of self-legitimation 
manifest in his aggressive, violent and daring nature of his displays of bravado, "guess who I 
bashed the crap out of?", his protective discourse, "I punched de crap outta him 'cause 'e 
had Justin", and his mockery of the school's authority structures, "I told de bitch ta get 
stuffed", which capture and dominate the boys' attention. Secondly, Adam's subjectivities are 
legitimated through the other boys' willingness to actively position him as leader manifest in 
their attention to, and interest in, his stories of violence. In this regard, the group's 



(re)legitimation of, and alliance with, Adam's subjectivities within this narrative shapes and 
regulates the boys' understandings concerning violence and physical risk. 

Group solidarity in alliance against Adam's "enemy" 

Of greater significance perhaps, within this narrative is the group's illumination of Adam's 
dominant subjectivities in alliance against a non-group member. Here we see the 
commodities of violence and physical risk underpinned by an investment in ideas of 
toughness and confrontation illuminated in group legitimation and solidarity against Adam's 
"enemy" Brian. To be sure, this is consistent with significant work in this area (see Connell 
1996; Mac an Ghaill 1994; Martino 1997). This narrative also elucidates the within group 
dynamic manifest in this group legitimation process which refers to how the boys' practice of 
"one upping" the other against Brian results in the exaggeration, of Adam's dominant 
subjectivities and the escalation of particular behaviours. This "one upping" dynamic seems 
to be most potent in this narrative in terms of fuelling the escalation of hostile behaviours. 
Harris' (1998) concept of "Us versus Them" and her notion of intergroup hostility are helpful 
here. In this regard, the introduction of Adam's "enemy" Brian, a non-member, into the 
group's discussion makes "groupness" salient with this groupness resulting in the boys' 
identifying with their own group and contrasting or differentiating their group against others 
not in their group. Thus, the boys (re)legitimate the status of their own group and gain power 
and agency as a group through positioning Brian a non group members as inferior, thus 
creating intergroup hostility. 

The beginning of the narrative vivifies Adam's hatred for his enemy Brian Sumner. Not only 
does Adam tell us that he wants "to kill" Brian and boasts of bashing "de crap out of" him, 
but we also learn about Adam's history of conflict with this boy. "Las' time it was a lot more 
serious 'cause it involved blood wiv Brian 'cause I took a big chunk outta 'is back. Dat was 
las' year," Adam explains. Mrs. W. also notes "Brian and Adam were in the same class last 
year together and they didn't get along". In this regard, Adam's hostility towards Brian and 
his emotional investment in differentiating himself from him clearly begins as his issue rather 
than the other boys in the group. As the narrative develops, however, the other boys' 
alliance with Adam against Brian becomes apparent in the group's solidarity. This group 
solidarity is impelled through various within group alliances and seems to manifest itself in 
two key ways, which centre around the boys' alliance with Adam. Firstly, group alliance is 
formed through mockery or belittlement of Brian and secondly, through physical violence 
against Brian. 

Group Alliance formed through Belittlement or Mockery 

Group alliance in the belittlement or mockery of Brian persists as a strong theme throughout 
the I Hate His Guts narrative. The within group dynamic constituting this alliance of 
belittlement seems also to be characterised by the boys' practice of "one upping" the other 
against Brian which results in the exaggeration, of Adam's dominant subjectivities. Following 
Adam's telling of his conflict with, and hatred towards, Brian early in the narrative, "well I 
bashed 'is head in" ... "I'll kill him if he touches me" ... "I hate him", he begins to belittle Brian 
through associating him with girls and "girl-like" behaviour in an attempt to explain his 
hostility - a subordinating "masculine" practice well documented in the research literature 
(see Clark 1993; Connell 1996; Mac an Ghaill 1994; Martino 1997). He impels an "Us versus 
Them" - "Strong versus weak" mentality when he boasts that Brian couldn't hurt him 
because "'e's as weak as water", and mocks Brian's "weak" response to being hurt. "All he 
does is goes "Oh, oh, oh," Adam mimics in amusement jumping around in pretend pain. He 
continues mocking Brian's "weakness", through explaining that, "he's always annoying, 'e 
always acts like a chicken an' um 'e always screams like a girl and 'e thinks 'e's so good". 
This belittlement is taken up by Jack with his subsequent supporting comment, "Yeah he 



screams like a girl" and Justin's mock screaming imitation of Brian "Mrs. Waaallkeer!" 
Moments later Adam again confirms "Yeah and he (Brian) screams like a girl" with Justin 
supporting this statement, "I seen him scream like a girl in the toilet". The alliance against 
Brian is then strengthened with Adam's following comment, "Yeah and for chasies he goes, 
"Arhhhh arhhhh arhhhh ... don't get me I'm running! Arsehole!" and the boy's "one-upping" 
supporting commentary. 

"He's an arsehole," Justin agreed. 

"Yep, he's a bitch," Matthew added. 

"Yeah and a bitch," Justin reiterated. 

"A son of a bitch an' I say, what I would say, I say, "Hey Brian, I know you are 
but what am I y'no good arsehole," Adam retorted. 

"...and I go, "You're a dickhead"," Justin asserted. "I hate his guts!" he added 
surely. 

Subsequent to this dialogue sequence the boys' alliance against Brian in the form of 
mockery and "one-upping" belittlement seems to escalate or add momentum following 
Adam's report of Brian attempting to impress the girls by showing them "dis big scar 
because um 'e had to had his intenticles cut out". 

"Well if y'ask me all de boys said, "What's he got dat I haven' got?" Adam 
replied. "An' I said, "One, scar, two, dickhead, free, dickhead, four, dickhead, 
five, dickhead, six, dickhead..." 

"A million, a million dickheads!" Jack interjected. 

"...seven dickhead, eight dickhead..."Adam continued. 

"And one bitch," Matthew interrupted. 

"Yeah an' one bitch, yeah an' six thousan' dickheads!" exclaimed Justin. 

"He's two million dickheads actually," Jack decided. 

"Yeah!" Justin agreed enthusiastically. 

"So you don't like it how he tries to impress the girls?" I asked. 

"No," Adam stated firmly. "I hate his guts! 'E better watch out 'cause I go ta 
boxin', I know how to hold a punch." 

Adam's earlier comments about Brian, "he shows off to the girls all the time. All the girls like 
'im 'cause he shows off wiv his tricks n'that, he goes "Watch me BABY!", and his dislike of 
Brian's attempts to impress the girls, are emulated later in the narrative with further 
belittlement by the other boys. 

"Yeah, he shows off with the girls, he goes, "Yeah baby, yeah, watch me do 
this trick and this trick. He just about does, undoes all his buttons," Justin 
explained standing and swinging his hips in imitation. 



Matthew, Justin and Ravi also think, "Brian's a big show off". Matthew and Justin decide that 
he's a "dork", a "really big jerk" and "an idiot" because he tries to impress the girls. Jack too 
seems not to approve of Brian's antics, "How 'bout he's a girl or something" he offers. 
Further to this, Matthew also belittles Brian's "tricks", "Well I can do better tricks than him," 
he confirms with certainty. "He can only go up the ladder and go back down." 

Physical Violence Against Brian 

An indication of the beginnings of group alliance in the form of physical violence against 
Brian emerges early in I Hate His Guts with Matthew's admittance that, along with Adam, he 
too would like to "kill" Brian. These beginnings then seem to develop with Matthew's 
positioning as supporter and spectator in Adam's physical battle with Brian. "Ask Matthew 'e 
was there," Adam remarks directing Matthew to tell the story of how he "bashed de crap out 
of" Brian. Following Adam's subsequent detailing of hatred and violence involving Brian and 
the other boys escalating belittlement and mockery of Adam's enemy, we hear Matthew 
emulate Adam's hatred of Brian with his assertion, "Sometimes I just go up and punch 'im 
(Brian) in the guts". Next we hear Justin strengthen the group's alliance of physical violence 
against Brian with his remark, "I just go punch him in the nuts and punch him in the eye ball". 
The realisation of this group alliance involving physical violence against Brian occurs later in 
the narrative, "I saw Justin, Matthew and ... Adam laying into Brian Sumner," Mrs. W. 
informs us. Next it is Justin who is directed by Adam to tell the story of how he "beat Brian" 
subsequent to Justin's now professed hatred for Adam's enemy. 

"Fishface, we bashed him, we hate him," Justin slurred, screwing up his face 
and clenching his fists. 

"Yeah we hate his guts, we bashed the crap out of him," Adam remarked 
casually. 

"Yeah he got me down on the ground..." Justin began. 

"Yeah," Adam interrupted, "and hey Justin tell Mrs Keddie how I beat Brian." 

Further to this, Justin appears to gain both satisfaction and attention from his emulation of, 
and alliance with Adam's subjectivities, manifest in his participation in violence towards the 
group's enemy. His animated telling and demonstration of how Adam punched Brian in the 
torso after Brian hurt his head indicates such satisfaction and results in an attentive 
audience. 

"Um he, Brian got me down on the ground," Justin began as he stood up, 
"and hurt me head so Adam got up on this, pretend Adam was Brian", Justin 
continued as he went over to Adam and pretended to sit on him. "He got him 
like this and went and got him in the head and went puew," he described as 
he demonstrated a punch to the torso, the others listening attentively. 

Additionally, moments after his animated description, Justin is forthright in his reason for 
participating with Adam in the violence against Brian. 

"Yeah, dumb Benny boy told us ta do it," Justin explained a few moments 
later. 

"Hm," Adam agreed. 



"And so you did it for him?" I queried. 

"Yep," Adam replied surely. 

"Nuh," Justin stated. 

"I did," Adam maintained. 

"Who did you do it for?" I asked Justin. 

"Getting' attention," Justin giggled. 

"You got some attention didn't you," I noted. 

"Yeah," Justin replied still grinning. 

Similarly, Justin is forthright in his efforts to illuminate the value of the group's commodity of 
violence throughout the narrative with his intermittent attention and approval seeking 
comments, "I've been, I've bashed someone up," he remarks to no one in particular. "Bashin' 
people" is what it's all about," he later confirms. Together with the announcement of his 
"achievement" of bashing up Brian Sumner, 

"I bashed up Brian Sumner! I bashed up Brian Sumner!" Justin chanted as he 
ran towards me. "Can I tell y'somethin', can I tell y'somethin'," he said 
urgently. 

"Yes Justin," I stated, turning towards him. 

"I bashed up Brian Sumner last week!" he remarked proudly. 

Justin's attention and approval seeking comments actively (re)legitimate Adam's 
subjectivities through emulation and strengthen the group's alliance with Adam against 
Brian. Matthew's imitation of Adam's subjectivities within this narrative also strengthens and 
(re)legitimates the group's alliance against Brian apparent in his participation in the violent 
incident involving Adam and Justin bashing up Brian Sumner on behalf of Ben. 

Teacher and Principal intervention 

Inspection of the teacher's comments within this narrative point to a shared acknowledgment 
of Adam's aggression. Mrs. W., for example, makes mention of Adam's leadership in 
"bullying" and "pushing people around". There is also agreement that Adam's behaviour 
demonstrates the potential to escalate and become increasingly problematic in the future for 
those charged with his care. 

"I think Adam will be one child who later on if teachers choose to confront him 
in the yard and make it a confrontation or a "stand off" they'll come off second 
best," Mr. A. remarked during a discussion about the affinity group of boys. 
"Because," he continued, "Adam will be the one who will quickly give them a 
mouthful of abuse and walk off. Someone will wear that aggression shortly, I 
reckon." 

Additionally, Mrs. W. and Ms. C. concur in their acknowledgment of, and concern for, 
Adam's dominance within the affinity group of boys and his impact on their behaviour, "They 



seek his approval y'know, Justin and Matthew especially," Mrs. W. tells us. Both teachers 
illuminate a concern for how Adam seems to shape Matthew's behaviour and self-
perception, in particular Matthew's tendency to "follow whatever Adam says", his "keenness 
to please" him and his aspiration "to be like" him. Further to this, Mrs. W. expresses sadness 
regarding Adam's "influence" over Matthew in relation to Matthew's reluctant participation 
and distress, "it's upsetting him", at being involving in Adam's "bullying" and "pushing people 
around". This involvement she perceives as "knocking Matthew's confidence" in his attempts 
to be "popular with the "in" crowd". In this regard, Mrs. W. confirms that Matthew's 
positioning of Adam as leader and superior and his desire for approval, attention and 
acceptance from the group is responsible for his attempts to emulate the group's violent 
subjectivities. 

It seems paradoxical that despite the boys' violence against Brian and concerns about 
Adam's aggressive behaviour and his impact on others, the principal and the group of 
teachers do not appear to consider the boys' behaviour to be problematic. "They're not 
actually "out of control" kids," Mrs. W. notes, "I mean, they're not what I would consider 
"behaviour problems"," she adds with agreement from the other teachers. "I don't think that 
they are in the general run of things huge problems," Mr. T. remarks. Indeed, the principal 
does not seem to regard the school's specific intervention programs on "anger management" 
or "social skills" to be necessary for these boys. The teachers also agree that the boys are 
"only little kids and they want to please" therefore they "don't need to be too heavy with 
them". Nevertheless, while the "cherished" notion of early childhood as "innocence" (see 
Alloway 1995; Clark 1993), seems to inform some of their understandings, the teachers and 
principal have developed distinct ways of managing the boys' behaviour. These are manifest 
in their clear and seemingly well-established intervention procedures and strategies. These 
interventions, however, appear to be underpinned by a logic of individualism and in this 
sense, only superficially "manage" behaviour because they never deal with the situational, 
contextual or contingent nature of the boys' behaviour. 

The teachers' use of intervention strategies to prevent potential conflict seems to 
acknowledge Adam's disruptive behaviour as contingent upon his desire for audience 
attention and approval. For example, the teachers agree that "non-confrontational" 
strategies, are best when dealing with Adam, "whenever I've need to talk with him I always 
find a way of making it very private," Ms. C. remarks. Equally, the teacher's talk of 
separating the boys following the violent incident with Brian and as a more long-term 
strategy for the following year, to bring Adam "down a cog or two" suggests that they 
acknowledge Adam's behaviour as situational and contingent upon the response of others. 
These intervention strategies, however, while being immediately effective in dissolving 
problematic behaviour in the short term through removing Adam and/or the other boys from 
the context of enactment, are probably ineffective in the longer term because they remove 
the boys from the context of enactment. In this regard, the behaviour of Adam and the other 
boys is isolated and individualised with the peer context of enactment ignored as the cause 
of the problematic behaviour. Similarly, the principal's primary concern with determining 
varying degrees of guilt, in relation to individually ranking the behaviour of the boys involved 
in the violence against Brian, so that he could decide the level of appropriate punishment, 
critically ignores the contingency of behaviour and its group context of enactment. 
Interestingly, punishing the boy who was "in the background just agitating", would seem to 
suggest that Mr. T. acknowledges the importance of dealing with the contextual and 
contingent nature of the behaviour. 

The challenge 

Despite extensive sociological debate concerning the impact of peer culture in shaping and 
regulating behaviour, educational practice continues to remedy antisocial group behaviours 



through a logic of individualism. This paper, while (re)presenting only a "snapshot" of one 
case study, has illuminated through narrative, the highly situational and contingent nature of 
peer group behaviour, specifically the potency of peer culture in shaping understandings and 
behaviours and its complicity in fuelling an "exaggerated masculinity". It is against this 
backdrop that intervention strategies, such as those used by the teachers and principal of 
this study, are argued to be fundamentally inadequate because they individualise antisocial 
behaviours and fail to acknowledge their social context of enactment - the peer group. 
Further examination of the "identity work" of peer groups, particularly the investments young 
males have in producing and legitimating antisocial and oppressive behaviours, needs to 
underpin an exploration of alternative pedagogies for remedying these group behaviours. 
Greater acknowledgment, rather than dilution or denial, of the collective and contingent 
production of "exaggerated masculine identities" will enable a development of meaningful 
and generative ways of working with peer groups in their social context (Hickey, Keddie & 
Fitzclarence 2000). 
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